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which they struggled later on, but also, in realizing a

number of those that other peoples are only just now

beginning to foresee.

   Considering all these original creations emanating

from the political genius of the Polish people, we can

now understand, face to face with the appalling reality,

what humanity has lost by the disappearance of the

Polish Respublica and how greatly the absence of

Poland’s help has been felt in the realization of the

common aims toward which civilization tends.      !

NOTES

1. Karl von Rotteck (1775–1840), a German historian, author

of General History and other works.

2. Lord Eversley, “Future of Poland: A Great Problem,” New

York Times, 15 June 1915 (http://query.nytimes.com/gst/

abstract.html?res=9E03E0D91631E733A05754C2A9609C946496D6CF);

Lord Eversley, The Partitions of Poland (London: T. F.

Unwin, 1915).

3. Cho"oniewski’s knowledge of what the French Revolution

did to the people of France was obviously deficient. Perhaps

his intention was to emphasize that had Poland helped the

people of France, the trail of murders and executions that

the Revolution left behind would not have been created.

4. Wac"aw Sobieski (1872–1835) was  professor of history

at Jagiellonian University and author of numerous works

on seventeenth-century Polish history in particular. We were

not able to identify the quote.

5. Ms. Arctowska footnotes Max Jähns’s

Heeresverfassungen und Völkerleben, but does not furnish

bibliographical details. Max Jähns was a nineteenth-century

Prussian writer and a war enthusiast who believed that war

regenerates peoples and awakens dormant nations.

6. Here Cho"oniewski is referring to institutions such as the

United Nations or the prewar League of Nations. He

conceived of these institutions before they were actually

implemented in Europe.

        Cracow
        Leo Yankevich
## # # for Meghan # # # # # # # # # # # #      

         This dawn of fog and lingering dreams, you feel
         the centuries in your waking body. Cracow
         lies on a river at the foot of a hill.
         Light and bells awaken senses. Black now
         in shadows, hawkers fill the market square.
         Pigeons greet your nose and eyes, and flowers.
         You give a gnarly woman coins, and stare
         up at the sky, and see the fairy towers,
         the malachite-green roofs, above which rooks
         fly north from Brno, Prague, or Budapest.
         A fiddler plays his violin, and looks
         up toward you, knowing you’re too soft and green
         to pass him by. Your senses cannot rest.
         The day begins, old, musty and serene.
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Letters

Deportations of Poles to the Gulag in 1939–1941

As I was reading “Deportations from Lithuania”

memoirs published in April 1998 issue of Sarmatian

Review (http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~sarmatia/498/

remembered.html), I came upon the name of my

grandfather, Dr. Andrzej Wierciƒski of Wilno. Corporal

Józef Rodziewicz stated in his account “From Wilejka

to Riazan” that Dr. Andrzej Wierciƒski died. I believe

this is not correct. He had survived the ordeal and ended

up in England where he served in the Royal Air Force.

After the war he returned to Poland and reunited with

his wife Olga and daughters Danuta (my mother) and

Halina. He lived in Olsztyn and worked in TB

sanatorium there. I believe he died in 1967. His younger

daughter Halina Iwaƒska lives in Warsaw.

Lech Slocinski, Ukiah, California

We are happy to hear that one of the victims survived.

Ed.
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Adam Mickiewicz

The Storm

(Burza)

Sails have been torn, and our helm is broken,

The ship by roaring waves is downward tossed;

People shout in terror, from their mid-sleep woken,

The sun sets blood-red, and all hope is lost.

The wind is throwing waters up and down

And over this up-surging, frothing steep

Genius of Death triumphant enters on the ship

Like a soldier who tramples a defeated town.

Some people lie unfeeling, others only moan,

Still others say their prayers to drive death away,

Or wring their hands, or bid their friends farewell;

One passenger was sitting in silence alone

And thought: Happy are those whose powers fail,

Have someone dear to part with, or are able to pray.

Translated by Agnieszka Kreczmar

Announcements and Notes

Useful websites

<http://www.nfa.alfadent.pl/news>—NiezaleÏne

Forum Akademickie. University-oriented news.

Contains links to academic rankings of world

universities and to Polish Ministry of Education.

<www.opi.org.pl>—Information about individual

scholars in Poland. Alas, rather skimpy, with only

occasional listings of emails and addresses.

3. A beginner’s guide to Thomistic philosophy

by Professor (and President of the Catholic University

of Lublin) Mieczys!aw Kràpiec:

http://ptta.pl/krapiec/index.php?id=wyklady_ofilozofii

Catholic University of Lublin courses for

American students

July 3—August 9, 2010

$2,850.00 for five weeks, all-inclusive

$1,560.00 for two weeks, all-inclusive

Inclusive means: lodgings and all meals in Poland,

group travel in Poland, lectures, language classes,

shows, health insurance

Transportation (air) not included

1. Government sites

<www.rcl.gov.pl>—Rzàdowe Centrum Legislacji—

contains Dziennik Ustaw and Monitor Polski, the two

serials that publish new bills passed by the Sejm and

other Polish legislation.

2. NGO sites (Organizacje Po!ytku Publicznego)

<http://fbc.pionier.net.pl/owoc/main>

Many hard-to-get books can be found there. As of last

count, it contained 339,000 books and pamphlets. It is

divided into two parts:

<http://www.cbdu.id.uw.edu.pl>—Digital Library of

Polish and Poland-Related News Pamphlets from the

16th to the 18th Century. It starts with mostly German

pamphlets; in mid-sixteenth century there appear more

Polish items. Numerosity record was achieved in 1683

(Sobieski’s victory at Vienna). You will need to

download software necessary to open these documents.

and

<http://bbc.mbp.org.pl/dlibra>, or Bialska Digital

Library—a tremendous collection of little known

books. There is material there for a dozen dissertations

in history and historical sociology.

Five UWM credits for five weeks—see

<www.lrc.uwm.edu/tour/>

More information: Professor Michael MikoÊ, 414-

229-4151, mikos@uwm.edu
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